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For each of the following multiple choice questions, write the letter that corresponds with the best answer provided.

____ 1. 再
A. happy; joyous
B. much, many, more than, over, a lot of, numerous, multi-
C. again
D. half; half an hour

____ 2. 多
A. moon, month, Kangxi radical number 74
B. but can / may / able to / to approve
C. flower; hero; England
D. much, many, more than, over, a lot of, numerous, multi-

____ 3. 点
A. to like; happy
B. big, huge, large, major, great, wide, vast, deep, oldest, eldest, Kangxi radical number 37
C. shape; appearance; manner
D. oclock (lit. dot, point, thus points on the clock)

____ 4. 年
A. year, new-years, age of a person
B. mark, sign, symbol, number, date, day
C. today, modern, present, current, this, now
D. how

____ 5. 星
A. day, sky, heaven, god, celestial
B. oclock (lit. dot, point, thus points on the clock)
C. flower; hero; England
D. star, satellite, planet, small amount

____ 6. 国
A. nation; country
B. much, many, more than, over, a lot of, numerous, multi-
C. big, huge, large, major, great, wide, vast, deep, oldest, eldest, Kangxi radical number 37
D. to see

____ 7. 岁
A. year, years old, age, harvest, classifier for years old
B. mark, sign, symbol, number, date, day
C. to thank
D. above; top

____ 8. 天
A. happy; joyous
B. day, sky, heaven, god, celestial
C. day, sun, date, day of the month, daytime, abbr. for Japan, Kangxi radical number 72
D. (plural suffix)

____ 9. 还
A. still; additionally; alternatively
B. half; half an hour
C. above; top
D. again

____ 10. 样
A. shape; appearance; manner
B. but can / may / able to / to approve
C. day, sun, date, day of the month, daytime, abbr. for Japan, Kangxi radical number 72
D. year, years old, age, harvest, classifier for years old

____ 11. 见
A. to see
B. day, sky, heaven, god, celestial
C. flower; hero; England
D. shape; appearance; manner
Name:

_ 12. 生
   A. to like; happy
   B. to be born, to give birth, life, to grow, living, lifetime, birth, Kangxi radical 100
   C. happy; joyous
   D. year, new-years, age of a person

_ 13. 上
   A. a period of time, phase, stage, time, term, period, to hope, measure word for things that can be divided into periods of time such as magazines and trainings
   B. above; top
   C. dishes; cuisine
   D. but can / may / able to / to approve

_ 14. 菜
   A. moon, month, Kangxi radical number 74
   B. (plural suffix)
   C. above; top
   D. dishes; cuisine

_ 15. 了
   A. still; additionally; alternatively
   B. (plural suffix)
   C. much, many, more than, over, a lot of, numerous, multi-
   D. (particle), (completed action marker)

_ 16. 大
   A. big, huge, large, major, great, wide, vast, deep, oldest, eldest, Kangxi radical number 37
   B. too
   C. oclock (lit. dot, point, thus points on the clock)
   D. above; top

_ 17. 月
   A. to thank
   B. oclock (lit. dot, point, thus points on the clock)
   C. above; top
   D. moon, month, Kangxi radical number 74

_ 18. 太
   A. too
   B. day, sun, date, day of the month, daytime, abbr. for Japan, Kangxi radical number 72
   C. today, modern, present, current, this, now
   D. (plural suffix)

_ 19. 怎
   A. to thank
   B. still; additionally; alternatively
   C. much, many, more than, over, a lot of, numerous, multi-
   D. how

_ 20. 喜
   A. nation; country
   B. to like; happy
   C. a period of time, phase, stage, time, term, period, to hope, measure word for things that can be divided into periods of time such as magazines and trainings
   D. meal, food, cuisine, cooked rice
21. A. to be born, to give birth, life, to grow, living, lifetime, birth, Kangxi radical 100

   B. much, many, more than, over, a lot of, numerous, multi-

   C. a period of time, phase, stage, time, term, period, to hope, measure word for things that can be divided into periods of time such as magazines and trainings

   D. year, years old, age, harvest, classifier for years old

22. A. a period of time, phase, stage, time, term, period, to hope, measure word for things that can be divided into periods of time such as magazines and trainings

   B. dishes; cuisine

   C. big, huge, large, major, great, wide, vast, deep, oldest, eldest, Kangxi radical number 37

   D. today, modern, present, current, this, now

23. A. day, sun, date, day of the month, daytime, abbr. for Japan, Kangxi radical number 72

   B. but can / may / able to / to approve

   C. eat, drink, suffer, endure, bear, take

   D. again

24. A. moon, month, Kangxi radical number 74

   B. (plural suffix)

   C. half; half an hour

   D. meal, food, cuisine, cooked rice

25. A. mark, sign, symbol, number, date, day

   B. to be born, to give birth, life, to grow, living, lifetime, birth, Kangxi radical 100

   C. year, years old, age, harvest, classifier for years old

   D. again

26. A. happy; joyous

   B. day, sun, date, day of the month, daytime, abbr. for Japan, Kangxi radical number 72

   C. year, new-years, age of a person

   D. (plural suffix)

27. A. day, sun, date, day of the month, daytime, abbr. for Japan, Kangxi radical number 72

   B. evening; late

   C. half; half an hour

   D. shape; appearance; manner

28. A. happy; joyous

   B. year, new-years, age of a person

   C. to thank

   D. big, huge, large, major, great, wide, vast, deep, oldest, eldest, Kangxi radical number 37

29. A. (particle), (completed action marker)

   B. too

   C. half; half an hour

   D. a period of time, phase, stage, time, term, period, to hope, measure word for things that can be divided into periods of time such as magazines and trainings
### 30. 欢
- A. happy; joyous
- C. oclock (lit. dot, point, thus points on the clock)
- D. year, years old, age, harvest, classifier for years old
- B. nation; country

### 31. 可
- A. still; additionally; alternatively
- B. (plural suffix)
- C. but can / may / able to / to approve
- D. eat, drink, suffer, endure, bear, take

### 32. 吃
- A. moon, month, Kangxi radical number 74
- B. nation; country
- C. to see
- D. eat, drink, suffer, endure, bear, take

### 33. 英
- A. moon, month, Kangxi radical number 74
- B. oclock (lit. dot, point, thus points on the clock)
- C. again
- D. flower; hero; England